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Chapter 1

GENERAL ASPECTS OF BIAS AID 
STABILIZATION OF TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

(Id) Introduction

It Is now a little more than eight years since tran
sistors were first announced, and since that time the growth 
in the use of this device has been almost unparalleled in 
the annals of electrical engineering» As. a result of this 
phenomenal growth .many pertinent questions are still unan
swered* It is the ultimate aim of this thesis to answer some 
of the mere important questions in the design of bias and 
stabilization networks for resistance-coupled transistor 
amplifiers*

In this chapter the basic needs for bias and stabiliza
tion will be discussed with the emphasis on a new approach to 
this problem being presented* The relative merits of previ
ous work by others will be mentioned especially as to the im
portance and use of the stability factor as defined by so 
many authors *

The remainder of the chapter deals with the basic prob
lem at hand and the methods of approach that will be used in 
its solution* A brief outline on the remainder of the thesis 
will conclude this chapter*



It is very difficult indeed to attempt to separate the 
discussion of Mas networks and stabilization circuits when 
dealing with transistors, In order, however, to briefly dis
cuss the works of other authors who have written on these 
matters, it is necessary to consider each aspect separately<> 

In utilizing transistors, as well as vacuum tubes, one 
of the problems confronting the engineer is that of applying 
the proper bias potentials to the device <> This is especially 
true when working with transistors due to a combination of 
factorso First of all, you are dealing with very small volt
ages and currents and from the nature of the device a few 
volts more or less can easily mean the destruction of the 
transistoro Secondly, the manmfacturer1s specifications are 
rigid enough that proper bias potentials are a necessity to 
prevent such things as transistor runaway and instability due 
to over heating caused by a shift in the operating point®

Equaling in importance the risk of transistor destruc
tion, with improper bias potentials, is the location of the 
transistor operating point, which is a direct function of the 
bias circuito This is due primarily to the magnitude of the 
signals handled® As will be shown in Chapter 2 , a shift in 
the collector to emitter voltage of only 2 to 3 volts is 
easily sufficient, to drive the circuit to cutoff or into the 
saturation region of operation® Also, a shift in the opera
ting point can adversely effect the gain, parameters, and the



magnitrade of the signal which oan be handled withorat ex
cessive distort I o n F o r  these reasons thena the designer 
mrast pay close attention to the design of his bias circuitry<, 

It appears that•a reasonable amount of work has already 
been done in this field* One of the first investigators of 
bias circuit design and stabilization of the operating point 
was B0 Fo Shea bf the General . Electric C o m p a n y I n  his pa= 
per the author introduces the single^ and then the double 
battery type bias circuit and deveiopes several design equa
tions for the necessary circuit components in terms of a 
"stability factor

More will be said on the stability factor in the fol
lowing section as it primarily deals with temperature effects 
and how to accommodate for theme

The circuits that Shea presents in his paper are more 
or less conventionalj, but are mostly applicable to point con
tact transistors and the grounded base configuration0 Since 
this time9 thinking has changed slightly and more useful and 
versatile circuits have been designed,,

In 1953 one of the first transistor texts was pub-
p ■11shedo It was edited by B0 F0 Shea and as a result the 

section on bias circuitry is almost identical to the paper he 
published a few; months earlier» His single battery circuit*

iBo Fo Shea* "Transistor Operation; Stabilization of 
Operating Points"* Proc0 IBE* Volo 4-0* November* 1952*
PPo 1435 1437 '

2B0 Fo Shea* Principles of Transistor Circuits0 John 
Wiley and Sons* Inc„* New York* 1953
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is worked out for the grounded base eonfiguration in terms 
of the stability factor and the resulting design equations 
are useful if a stability factor is given and you desire to 
use a grounded base configuration*

Host of the succeeding work since 1953 has been along 
this same line of approach* The most recent transistor text 
by Los Endres, et al^ presents several bias configurations 
for the more popular and versatile grounded emitter conflgu~
. nation* The circuits are discussed in detail with problems 
leading to the need for stabilization circuitry also men
tioned* The approach to the problem is basically the same 
as that used -by-Shea with equations derived for a stability 
factor In terms of the grounded emitter circuit and problems 
to Illustrate the proper design procedure* For an excellent 
reference and basic understanding of the problem of bias and 
stabilization^ this book is one of the best*

In this thesis a new approach to this problem is used* 
The exact method will become more apparent following the dis
cussion in the next section on the stability factor* It is 
anticipated that this new approach will aid the designer, in 
that the choice of circuits will not be as arbitrary and that 
more predictable results can be expected* Thus, the first 
phase of the problem is to test a very simple circuit to show 
the above mentioned needs, and from this proceed to a sup
posedly better and more reliable type circuit or circuits in

3L©9'" Endres, et ai, Transistor Electronics* Prentice- 
Hall, Inc *, Hew Jehsey, 1955 -
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an attempt to achieve better results0 Further elaboration 
on this master is covered In the summary of the problem in 
Section i040

(lo3) The Eequirements Of.Temperature Stabillzation

Banking almost equally in importance with bias considera
tions is the problem of stabilizing the operating point due 
to fluxations in temperature of the transistor» This problem 
has haunted the transistor designer since the beginning of 
transistor development in 19WV :A great deal of work has been
done in this fields although much of it deals with the almost

4obsolete point contact transistor0
Although extensive experimental work was done in many of 

the earlier articlesj, the authors were rather evasive with re
gard to any conclusions that could be drawn from their work* 
Also no general agreement on the best analytic or practical 
solution to this problem was reachedo The work by Shea-’ in 
both his earlier article and later in his textbook appears to 
be the first practical approach to the problem with the intro
duction of the stability factor<,

The stability factor is defined by taking a transistor 
bias eonfiguration and deriving an expression for the col
lector current is terms of the collector saturation current 
IGO and then differentiating this expression with respect to

4A.o Coblenz and ;H« Lo Owens, "Temperature Variation Of 
Transistor Parameters'V Proeo IBE, Vol= 40, November. 1952.PPo W 2  - W 6  .

5op0 eito



T o  The collector saturation current (I„A) is a variableGO GO
quantity which increases exponentially with temperature 0 Thus 
the principle use of the stability factor is to indicate the 
change in collector current for a change in Ieo as a function 
of temperatureo A stability factor of 3 means, that any change 
in I00 will.appear, multiplied three times, in the collector 
currento For stable operation them, we would want the sta
bility factor as low as possible*

The way that the stability factor is put to use in 
practical circuit applications is to derive the expressions 
for the various bias and stabilization resistors, and possi
bly other factors, as a function of the stability factor*
Once the stability factor is known, and usually two to three 
other factors such as the Q-point values, for the transistor, 
it is possible to compute the required bias resistors* By 
this method then, a known rate of change of collector current 
to Ic0 is supposedly obtained for the components computed for 
that particular transistor,*

From the number of articles written which used the 
stability factor-method of approach, it appears that it has 
gained widespread use and popularitye It gives.the designer 
a series of equations with which to design and predict the 
change in 1Q as a function of IGO for a specific bias con
figuration* A point to be considered about this method is 
that this approach is based on XQQ being the dominant factor 
when considering changes in the collector current due to tern-
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perature or something else* When, using this method5, any 
change in collector current due to changes in collector volt- 
age9 base currents or a^,. is neglected. Possibly, these are 
some considerations to be studied when using this methode 

If it is decided to use the stability factor, 1Q and 
Ioe can be measured at some specified temperature. Some 
transistor manufacturers give and I00 at some specific 
temperature, usually' 2$ ,  and thus no measurement is nec
essary if you want to accept this data as correct for all 
transistors of that make. ,

As I previously mentioned in Section. 1°2, I would brief
ly discuss the approach to this problem as used in this thesis 
and make a brief comparison of this new approach and the use. 
of the stability factor. In actuality, the methods are very 
similar due to- the fact that both involve partial derivatives 
of currents within the bias circuit. The stability factor 
uses the partial of 1  ̂to Ieo and my method uses the partial 
of 1^ to T •. By using the partial of to 1̂ , I can also 
derive expressions, for ,the various bias resistors and the 
collector supply voltage in terms of this partial. Basically 
then,, the overall method of approach is the same. However, 
the choice of using 1^ to I0 instead of Ic to ICo is the 
main difference because this represents the actual shift 
in the output characteristics of a transistor as a function 
of temperature, whereas the other method has only to do with
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a change in c ©Hector current for a change ..in temperature 0 
Also5, as mentioned previously^ the change in a.2± a-s n©g” 
lected when using the stability factor method of approach0

The complete analytical analysis of this new approach 
is worked out in Chapter 3° Due to the fact that the stab-’ 
ility factor is already rather well known and used, some 
merit must be given to this approach and thus any statements, •; 
at this time, that the new approach is superior would be 
rather foolisho For this reason, the final judgment is left 
to the Individual reader with hopes that with more wide
spread use of this method that it will prove superioro Both 
methods do have their share of drawbacks, but it is felt that 
by further investigation of this thesis, advantages of the 
new approach will become more apparent <> All further dis
cussion on these points will be made in Chapter k 0

In 195^ and 1955» several more articles: were written on 
the subject of bias stabllizationo^» 8 , 9, 10 pair re-

.6l0 Do Armstrong, "Behavior Of Germanium-Jimetion Tran- . 
sistors At Elevated Temperatures And Power-Trans is tor Design", 
ProCo'IBE, Vol. 42, March, 1954, pp. 527 - 530

S. Schaffner, "Variation Of Junction Transistor 
Parameters", Tele-Tech and Electronics Industries, Vol. 14, 
January, 1955, PP» 6k - 65

8S. Sherr and T. Ewap, "Stabilizing Transistors Against 
Temperature Variations", Tele-Tech and Electronic Industries, 
Vol. lh, March, 1955s, PPo Ik - 76

9e0 Keonjian, "Temperature - Compensated D. C. Transistor 
Amplifier", Proe. IBB, Vol. 42, April, 1954, pp. 661 - 6?1

^■^¥0 Greatbateh and ¥. Hirtreiter, "Germanium Transistor 
Amplifiers Stable to 95 0", Proc. IRE, Vol. 43, December,
1955, PPo 1974 . .
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suits appear t© have "been ao hi eyed by two of the authors*
Some, of the drawbacks are that much of the work was done with 
the tee equivalent circuit and also with the less commonly 
used grounded base configuration^ As a results much of the 
work is difficult to interpret in light of the more commonly 
used hybrid parameters and grounded emitter configuration* 
Another noticeable point is that no one attempts to firmly 
lay;down a basis for the use of one circuit over another or 
the advantages that are realized by their method of ap= • 
proacho

The two most commonly suggested methods of temperature 
stabilization.were immersion of the device in a temperature 
controlled systems and seconds application of direct coupled 
feed-back o The use of the temperature bath seems rather pro
hibitive because it defeats many of the inherent advantages 
of transistors over vacuum tubes * One author even went so
far9 in the design of a circuits as to d.esign a water cooled

> * , ' '
transistor®

The feedback method of stabilization is by far the most 
predominantly used and offers many possibilities 6 This has 
been treated to some extent in the articles previously men
tioned* Howevers in this writer's opinion sufficient em
phasis has not been placed on the improvements in circuit 
performances nor has it been adequately stressed that lack of 
stabilization severely limits the utility of transistor.cir
cuits and increases the danger of failure» Also* no method 
has been brought forward by which the designer can specifi-
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eally state the. amount of shift he can tolerate5, in the bias 
pointj and from this design a suitable stabilization circuit 
to perform this task*

With a shift of a few degrees in the operating tempera
ture of a circuitj,' the nature of semiconductors is such that 
the circuit actually sees a new transistor» For this reason 
the stabilization circuit must be designed to accommodate for 
this shift, and allow the amplifier to function within the 
limits of the design spec ifications 0

(1*4) Summary Of The Problem

As has been emphasized in the preceding sections the 
need for knowledge of bias and stabilization circuit design 
is growing everyday0 As limited material has been published 
and only sketchy result's achieved on this subject, many op
portunities are being lost to the design engineer in the 
field of bias design* For this reason a definite problem 
exists and needs ■ a solution,,

The nature of the problem in this thesis is several 
fold* First of all, a control or test circuit must be 
analyzed and from the data and conclusions reached on this 
circuit, a more complicated and supposedly better circuit will 
be analyzed, compared, and discussed0 Thus, the first phase 
of the problem is to firmly establish a basis or foundation 
from which a comparison can be made and conclusions drawn*

Once the groundwork has been laid, the problem then ex-
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pands imto the analysis and selection of the circuits which
are considered superior to the control circuit» At this
point9 both analytic and experimental work must be performed 
to firmly establish the superior circuits and upon these con
centrate the majority of the efforte

The final phase of the problem is to systematically 
evaluate the superior circuits.in such a manner that conclu
sive statements about method of selection, adaptability* and 
performance to be expected, will result. This will immeas
urably aid the designer and guide him to the proper selection
of the proper circuit for a particular application,. At that 
time possibly more conclusive statements can be made dm the 
comparison of this approach and the use of the stability, 
factoro

(lo5) Method Qf. Solution. Used .

The analysis of this problem will be carried out using 
the hybrid "a" parameters and the common emitter configura
tion throughoute Although this might appear to be a restric
tion on the application of the results* it is not anticipated 
as such due to the fact that almost all work is now being, done 
with the hybrid parameters and the common emitter configura
tion except for very specialized applicationse Also* it is a 
relativity simple matter to convert from one configuration to 
the other and thus the restriction to the common emitter con
figuration should not prove any hindrance to the general ap-



plieation of the results <,
In Chapter 2, the beginning of the groundwork will be 

lald» The control oiroult will be introduced with a brief 
discussion as to its choiceo Once this is done,. an analysis, 
will be made■of the circuit and experimental work performed*

, The more complicated bias eonf igurations will be intro*= 
dueed in Chapter 3° Analytic analysis will be performed on 
each circuit and some typical examples worked out. Once this 
is done5, experimental verification will be made on each cir
cuit as to its. practicality and response as predicted by the 
analytic work. A discussion will follow the analysis of each 
circuit attempting to point out the merits and drawbacks of 
each*' , . ' .

A detailed Summary with conclusions will constitute 
Chapter 4-e Mention will also be made of further problems to 
be investigated as brought out by the use of the circuits 
presented here* Such factors as gain9 impedance levels, and 
effects on the cutoff frequencies are possible regions of in
vestigation^ as a function of the bias circuit*



Chapter 2

ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL CIRCUIT ■ '

(2»3.) Introduction

As outlined at the end of the first chapter, the initial 
phase of the problem is to investigate a control circuit®
This is basically.the work that will be done in this chapter®

From the knowledge gained by the analysis of the con
trol .circuit9 l.t will be possible to lay a foundation upon 
Which we can draw some conclusions and establish some cri
teria "of operation® This chapter will thus be devoted to a 
detailed discussion and experimental analysis of the control 
circuito The first step is then, to select the control cir
cuit and discuss the basic reasons for this choice®

(2,2) Selection Of The Control Circuit

As in any branch of science in which this type of 
analysis is used, the proper selection of the control system 
is very important, This is true because all the basic con
clusions and criteria are based on how the control system re
acts to the stimulus applied. Thus, an improper choice of the 
control set-up could possibly lead to the incorrect conclusions 
and as a result a very shaky foundation upon which to build 
for further analysis®



For the above stated reasons, it appears that It might 
be wise to briefly state some of the criteria that a control 
set-up should meet. First of all, it should be extremely 
simple in nature, yet capable of performing the task at hand. 
Secondly, it should be relatively simple to analyze and test 
without undue elaborate equipment. Lastly, the results de
rived from its analysis should be directly applicable to the 
problem at hand in that future studies with more complicated 
systems can easily grow out of the control system. To sum
marize, the control circuit should be simple, adaptable, and 
easily expanded upon for further studies.

Applying the above criteria to the problem of bias - 
stabilization, we can now pick a suitable control system. In
terpreting the criteria in terms of a circuit we see that the 
circuit should be relatively simple in construction, but 
capable of providing proper bias to the transistor. It should 
be easy to meter and test and also adaptable to several types 
of transistors without undue calculation and rearrangement. 
Lastly, it should be capable of expansion into a more compli
cated system for future analysis.

cc
Figure 2.1 Control Circuit
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After a survey of some of the more simpler biasing cir

cuits, the circuit which met all the above requirement's was 
selected and is shown in Figure (2.1)» This circuit consti
tutes an ideal choice due to the fact that the required base 
current.is easily derived by merely connecting a resistor be
tween the supply■voltage V0e and the base of the transistor. 
Thus, with VGO and a constant, %  (when ¥be -.0) is fixed • 
and of constant magnitude. Another significant feature of the 
circuit is that it is easily adaptable to any type transistor 
with a minimum of calculation or change.

(2.3) Definition Of Terms

In order to more intelligently discuss any circuit con
figuration, it is imperative that the reader fully understand 
the terminology used in the discussion. For this reason most 
of the circuit parameters that will be encountered in the re
mainder of this thesis will be defined here.

As only direct voltages and currents will be considered 
in any circuit discussed, all voltage and current symbols will 
indicate de quantities only. The definitions are:

By = B.C. load resistance .
B^ = base bias resistor
VQq - collector supply voltage
"Ve = collector to emitter voltage
I. = collector current©

= base to emitter voltage



■ ■ . 16o .
= base eurrent

1. = emitter current .
' , ■ ■

(2o4) Method Of Analysis. Of The Control Circuit

As has been implied in the discussion of Chapter 0ne9 
the temperature sensitivity of a transistor is of paramount 
importance* .Also, as with vacuum tubes8 no two transistors 
are manufactured exactly.alike* In fact^ the variations in 
transistor characteristics for supposedly identical transistors 
is usually so great that variations in the operating point, 
for a fixed bias circuit as shown in Figure (2*1)9 of 65 per 
cent is not uncommon* This is easily verified experimentally 
and can be shown to be true for several transistors from sev
eral different manufacturers* As a result, a definite prob
lem exists and needs investigation* This appears to be a 
good starting point for the analysis of the control circuit©

To establish the need for a good bias circuit which will 
allow somewhat for the above mentioned variations from tran
sistor to transistor, some experimental data must be taken*
Due to the utter simplicity of the control circuit it fits

: . * ■ • - this task perfectly*. By a proper selection of BD, and
Vo0, we can analyze several transistors for variations la op
erating conditions rather rapidly* This analysis will de
finitely show the need for a better bias - stabilization cir
cuit and allow us to draw some conclusions as to the degree of 
freedom that can be allowed in operating point movement* From.
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thisg we can possibly specify the desired characteristics of 
a superior circmito

The above discussion constitutes the first phase in the 
analysis of the control circuit; that of. experimentally 
testing several transistors to show how the operating point 
will shifts from transistor to transistor, with all other 
parameters constant, and at a fixed temperature 9

As can be recalled from the discussion in the first 
chapter, the second basic requirement that needs to be filled 
is stabilization of the operating point with temperature»
The second task of the control circuit analysis is to investi
gate the temperature variation of the operating point* This 
investigation will show the variation in the operating point 
as a function of temperature and allow us to state the limits 
of this shift for practical circuit applications * Prom this 
knowledge a solution can be proposed and steps taken to ac
commodate ..for. the shift 6

Briefly then, the analysis of the control circuit can - 
be broken down into two phases of. Investigation*, First, an 
investigation of the shift in the operating point, from tran
sistor to transistor in a fixed bias circuit at a fixed tem
perature; ghd second, an investigation of the shift in the 
operating point as a function of temperature&

(2©5) Experimental Procedure

Using Figure (2d) as a guide, we can outline the ex
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perimental procedure that was used In the solution of phase 
one of the analysis» Having access to several types and 
makes of transistors? it was decided to test at least three 
different manufacturers” transistors0 This being the ease, 
the physical set-up of the control circuit was made extremely 
flexible in order to allow for changes in and without 
undue labor0 To meter the base current a mieroammeter was 
placed in the lead with B^0 The collector supply voltage was 
furnished for all data by a Kay lab, Model => M10A10 dc power 
supplyo The collector current was measured by placing a 
1000 ohm HoPo, Model = 470F shunt in series with Bg and meas
uring the drop across the shunt with a W ? M 0 The collector 
to emitter voltage was measured using a Kay Lab mierovolt- 
meter0

To accurately control the temperature of the transistors 
being tested, all transistors were first placed in a oven at

0 ■34 G and allowed to stabilize at this temperature0 The sys
tem used .to control, the temperature while under test consisted 
of a smaller oven made out of a cardboard box with a light 
bulb and variae for control of the ambient temperature6 The 
transistors were connected to the control circuit from bind
ing posts mounted-on an aluminum heat sink in the oven. All
data were taken at measured with a thermometer placed
on.the ease of the transistor under test„

(206) Experimental Results ..Of.The Analysis
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Shown below In Figure (2.2) is the control circuit with 

all the necessary metering equipment included. If we write 
the voltage equation around the collector circuit we obtain:

Rs - Rshunt W W A n  1
To

, VTVM 1 i k

Microammeter

cc

Figure 2.2 Control Circuit With 
Metering Equipment

vcc * Ic (rD + Rs) + Vo (2.1)

Similarly, if we write the voltage equation for the cir
cuit including

vcc - IbBb + vb (2.2)
or

Ib = voo ~ vb (2.3)
Bfe

From equation (2.1) we see that with Vcc, Bb, and Bshunt 
a constant, only VG and can vary from transistor to tran
sistor. Thus, once Vco, RD, and Rshunt are selected, and a 
load line plotted, any transistor placed in the control circuit 
must have its operating point (Vc, Ic) fall somewhere on the 
load line.
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Neglecting in comparison to ?oe in equation (2,3)„ we 

also note that with and both constant, 1-̂ is also of 
constant magnitude. The circuit thus provides a fixed bias 
to any- transistor placed in it for operation.

The selection of the various circuit parameters was 
rather arbitrary due. to the wide difference in individual 
transistors of supposedly nearly identical characteristics. 
The load resistance was chosen with three thoughts in mind: 
(1) to keep within practical limits, (2) to keep the 
operating points all below the line of maximum collector dis
sipation, and (3) to avoid bunching of the operating points 
at one end of the line. The collector supply voltage was
arbitrarily selected to provide practical values for W with-o
in the manufacturer's specified maximum. Having previously
plotted the do characteristics, and knowing what the choice
for the base current should be,;I could easily compute

The first'type of transistor tested was the BTL, 2N27,
NPN transistor, .For this transistor, the following circuit
parameters were used: BD = 14,850 ohms, B^ = 1,0 megohms,
V = 30,0 volts. This choice for B, and V „ gave a constant oo . b oc ° .
base current of 30,0 microamperes, .With the circuit soar-

‘ 0 ranged, and the temperature constant at 3̂ =0 C, data were
taken for (10) ten 2N27 transistors, The results are plotted
in Figure (2,3), The plot is as to be expected, although the
spread of the operating point is rather, wide and definitely
shows how merely interchanging the. same make of transistor,
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circuit operation is possibly limitedc The numbered points
indicate the arbitrary numbers assigned to each transistoro
This was done in order to make experimental comparisons with
other circuits under the same conditions„ More will be said
oh this matter in the following section.

To insure that each transistor was at 3^°0®C when being
testeds a period of 15 to 20 minutes was allowed for tempera-

o Ature stabilizationo The bulb of a 0 to 110 C thermometer
was placed on the casing of the transistor to measure the
temperature» ■ Any radiated heat was blocked by a baffle so
that only ambient temperatures were measured,"

It was observed that after Vcc was applied, even though
the transistor was stabilized at 3̂ <.0̂ 0, a drift in Y andc
I occurred during the first few minutes of operation. This c
is explained by internal heating at the collector junction 
which in turn causes more thermal recombinations, For this 
reason, data were taken in order to establish the minimum wait 
ing period between readings, A plot of the collector current 
as a function of time is shown in Figure (2 A ) , From this 
plot it appears that between 15 to 20 minutes should be al
lowed after the power is applied until a reading is taken.
This was found to be typical for all units tested and as a 
result all data were taken using this consideration,

. The data of Figure (2,3) constitutes the first phase of 
the analysis of the control circuit -for the BTL transistors. 
The second phase consisted of measurement of the shift in the
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operating point as a function of temperature® The circuit 
components were not changed and V00 was left at 3 0 «0 volts®
The results of this analysis is shown in Figure (2®5) and 
(2 ®6 )o Again; the results are to be expected with the ool= 
lector current increasing with increasing temperature® Elab
oration on this point will be made in the following section® 

The second type transistor tested in the control circuit 
was the Sylvania 2N35a NPN type transistor® The only.circuit 
modification that was needed was to change Bp from lks850 
ohms to 6000 ohms® This was done, because on a previous run 
with the larger Bp all the operating points fell at one end 
of the load line® Ten of these transistors were tested in 
exactly the same manner as used on the BTL transistors® Data 
were taken on the shift in the operating point from transistor 
to transistor; and also as a function of temperature® The 
results of this data" are shown in Figures (2®7) and (2 ®8) 
respectively® The discussion of these results is covered in 
the following section of this chapter®

The last batch of transistors tested were (9) nine EGA 
2N96 PEP type transistors® It was anticipated that by test™ 
ing almost 30 different transistors that a trend would be es
tablish; and also that any conclusions drawn in the following 
section could be more conclusively proven®

Again, the same methods were used with a change in B^ 
from loO' megohms to 3<>0 megohms -—  the only circuit change 
necessary® This was done in order to limit the base current
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to 10 microamperesj, "because this proved to be approximately a 
good center value to use; whereass the 30 microamperes as used 
previously was too great„ Shown in Figures (2 09 ) and (20lO) 
are the data of the shift in the operating point from transistor 
to transistor, and as a function of temperature, respectively» 
Note from Figure (2 <>9) that the EGA transistors appear to be 
more uniform in their characteristics than the other two types 
tested*

This completed the experimental analysis of the control 
circuito From the data obtained and the basic conclusions 
reached, in the following section, it is anticipated that the 
reader will realize the importance and need for a good bias 
circuit and how inadequate the control circuit would be in a 
practical application®

(2o7) Summary And.Conclusions... Of. Work .On The. Control Circuit

It is now rather obvious that a simple circuit such as 
the control circuit suffers from several drawbacks * From 
Figures (2*3), (2*6), and (2o9)$ the noticeable shift in op
erating points from transistor to transistor with a fixed 
bias arrangement is totally unacceptable for practical use®
For this reason, the better circuits must provide some sort 
of regulation of ,the operating point when it becomes neces
sary to interchange transistors* This is especially true if 
large input signals are to be handled without excessive dis
tortion, clipping, and saturation of the circuit* As a gen-
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eral rule, the designer would like to be able to specify the 
shift he can tolerate and from this, design an appropriate 
circuit to perform this task* . , -

The second very noticeable failure of the control cir
cuit is the resulting large drift in the operating point with 
changes in temperature. For any practical installation this 
drift would be untolerable as the circuit would cease to 
function properly with small shifts in temperature. This, then, 
shows the need for temperature stabilization of the opera#. 
tion point if we are to use transistors in any practical cir
cuit » For this reason the second task of a better circuit 
would be to provide temperature compensation over a desired 
operating range of temperatures»

The two previous paragraphs have emphasized the obvious 
shortcomings of the control circuit and the need for something 
to be done about these problems. There is one similarity be
tween these problems that is beneficial when considering pos
sible solutions. It-is simply this: the shift in operating
point from transistor to transistor and from temperature 
changes are really one in the same thing. By this, I mean 
that in both cases we have a change in collector current with 
the end result that we have a shift in the operating pointp 
Thus, the problem is basically the same; to reduce the shift 
in I and, hold the operating point within some specified 
region of operation.

Briefly then, the performance and criteria that we de-



■ v  . ■sire from a refined version of the control circuit is just 
this: it must be capable of temperature stabilization of the
operating point within specified and calculable limits while 
still providing complete bias potentials to the device* We 
can further state that the refinements should be as simple as 
possible with cost, ease of operation, and reliability 
of vital importance* In the following chapter are the pro
posed solutions to this problem with both analytic and ex
perimental analysis presented for proof of results and• ftail- • 
fillment of the criteria stated above *



Chapter 3

. ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE BIAS CONFIGURATIONS 

(3ol) Introduction

This chapter will continue the analysis of bias and 
stabilization circuits with both analytic and experimental 
investigations of at least two of the more refined cir
cuits <, The justification for the use of these circuits will 
be accomplished by numerical examples and experimental veri
fication. The ultimate aim of these circuits is to fulfill 
the requirements and criteria as outlined at the end of the 
preceding chaptero

The analysis is introduced by discussing the use of the 
partial derivative of base current to collector current as
suming idealized output characteristics for a typical junc
tion transistoro Based on this discussion, the analysis 
expands into an investigation of several bias, and stabiliza
tion circuitso Two of.the circuits are discussed mainly for 
purposes of comparison and illustration with two of the more 
refined bias circuits* Suitable design equations and a sug
gested design procedure are presented for the two refined cir
cuits*

To verify and illustrate the analytical work performed on 
each circuits, an experimental investigation is made and dis
cussed* The data are taken in such a manner that each point
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of Interest, as brought out by the analytical work, is firmly 
illustrated and compared♦

Concluding this chapter is a brief summary of the work 
accomplished and conclusions on the analysis performed.

(3.2) Investigation Of The Partial Derivative Of Base 
Current With Respect To Collector Current

It is the aim of this section to introduce the concept 
and use of the partial derivative of base to collector cur
rent. The reason for this investigation is to familiarize 
the reader with the basic problem of stabilizing the movement 
in the operating point and illustrate a method that can be 
utilized to predict the shift in the operating point. Section 
(3 .6 ) illustrates the experimental data that were taken for 
verification of this approach.

Consider Figure (3.1) which is an idealized output char
acteristic for a typical junction transistor which assumes the 
curves to be evenly spaced, parallel, straight lines. Let
the E)ib = "a", and for convenience all the increments (<41̂ , 

lj?*cg, h, etc.) will be taken as positive. As a result, 
no changes in sign are necessary for movements of the operating 
in the opposite direction. The Ibl line of base current 
values are for a given transistor at a specific temperature.
The 1^2 line of values are for either a second transistor at 
the same temperature or the original transistor at a new tem
perature or from some other condition which could cause a 
shift in the curves. In any event, the assumed shift in char-
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aoterlstics includes a shift in a21 as well as Ico. The
ensuing derivation is thus valid for either or both of the 
two major causes of collector current change.

Assume that Qq. represents the initial operating condi
tions and that Q2 represents the conditions after a change in 
temperature, etc. In practice we could obtain these condi
tions by the use of the fixed bias circuit. The third posi-

ition of operation Q2 , can be considered the position of op
eration using a stabilized circuit.

From Figure (3.1) we can write:
=41% = h/G-g
 — i—  (3.D
ale Ic2“Icl 

thus,

= a(G-g) (3.2)

The second equation is: 
h/H = g/G or h = Hg/G (3.3)

Utilizing equations (3.1) and (3.3), it can be shown
that:

= aGH/H+aG (3.4)

and

^ I c = GH/H+aG (3 .5 )

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) can thus predict the shift in
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the operating point for an assumed "a" and a measured HG" and 
"H". We can easily measure "H" by using the fixed bias circuit 
and simply shifting the Q-Point Q2 for a second inserted tran
sistor until its (Vc, Ic) are identical to the Q-Point of 
a desired design center transistor. The value for "G" is sim
ply the difference in the collector currents of the two tran
sistors when Inserted in the fixed bias circuit with a fixed

Further elaboration plus experimental measurements of "G" 
and "H" is presented in Section (3.6).

The final task of this section is to provide a set of 
universal design curves which the engineer can use in practi
cal design problems. This can be accomplished by taking equa
tion (3*5) and rewriting as follows:

A I a/G = 1/1+aG (3.6)
H

If we now assume various values for the ratio^Ic/G and 
calculate aG/H we can plot AIC/G versus aG/H and thus obtain 
a normalized universal design curve. Figures (3*2) and (3*3) 
illustrate the result of work. Note the decided difference 
in the shape of these curves when plotted on a linear scale 
and then on a log-log scale. The advantage of the linear 
scale is that "a” goes to zero; whereas, on the log-log plot 
it does not, and thus the curve is limited to finite values 
for "a". However, an "a" of much less than 0.01 would not 
provide a noticeable amount of stabilization, and thus the 
log-log plot is not any handicap.

To use the curves, the designer simply decides on a
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value for the ratio of A l o/0 and then determines the cor
responding value for aG/H. Having measured "G" and "H" for 
a pair of transistors, the designer can compute "a" and from 
this f ind A Ic• If this does not provide a satisfactory solu
tion, in that Zllc is too large, a new choice for ̂ 3IC/G can 
be made. Another possible method of solution would be that 
z3Ic is specified with "G" and "H" known, and thus "a" can be 
found and the design completed. The possibilities are numer
ous and all of the methods of approach can not be discussed 
here. The ultimate use of any of the material presented is 
left for the reader to decide.

We are now in a position to proceed with the analysis 
of the first of the bias circuits. In performing this in
vestigation, reference will be frequently made to the work in 
this section in order to tie together the necessary design 
equations and the shift in the operating point as discussed 
in this section.

(3*3) Analysis Of The Self Bias Circuit

Since the fixed bias circuit has already been rather 
thoroughly investigated in the previous chapter, we can 
start the analysis by investigating the self bias circuit.
As noted previously, the fixed bias circuit offers no regu
lation of the operating point; whereas, the self bias circuit 
shown in Figure (3.4) below does offer a small amount of op
erating point stabilization.
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CO

Figure 3.4 Self Bias Circuit

If we write the necessary circuit equations excluding 
all transistor interelectrode voltages except V^e and then 
neglect V^e In comparison to VeG, it can be shown that:

Ib = v00/bd+bf - I0Bd/Bd+Bf (3.7)

Taking the partial derivative of with respect to Ic

ait/ 3 Ic = -Rd/Rd+Rf = -"a" (3.8)

Now RF * VG/I^ and with RD usually given, r,an is then 
determined. For this reason, equations (3.7) and (3.8) are 
merely derived in order to illustrate the approach that will 
be followed and are not intended to be used as design equa
tions. Section (3.6) illustrates the experimental analysis 
that was performed on this circuit. Comparing with Figure
(2.3), (2.6), and (2.9), the superiority of this circuit, over 
the fixed bias circuit, is apparent.
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(3.4) The Voltage Feedback Stabilization Circuit

The self bias circuit is the first of the three stabili
zation circuits that will be discussed in this chapter. Shown 
in Figure (3.5) below is the second circuit that we will in
vestigate. This circuit is commonly known as the "voltage 
feedback stabilization circuit". The name is derived from 
the fact that we feed back a variable base current which is 
proportional to the collector voltage. The explanation for 
the various components will follow the circuit diagram.

C

I +1

I.+I cc

Figure 3.5 Voltage Feedback 
Stabilization Circuit

From Figure (3.5) we note that the addition of RA and 
Eg are the only circuit changes necessary to convert from 
the self bias circuit to the voltage feedback stabilization 
circuit. The purpose for the addition of is to drain off 
the excessive current at the base junction which appears by 
allowing a larger stabilization current from the collector. 
Thus, a larger rate of change is provided and more stabili
zation achieved. The function of Eg is to provide a voltage



that will cause the correct current to flow so that Ip «=• 
does indeed give the correct base current. With these add

ed refinements then, this circuit should provide better stabi= 
lization of the operating point than the circuit previously 
discussed.

Investigating this circuit from the analytical viewpoint 
we can write:

if = 1.1 + :b (3.9)

or

(3.10)

Writing the voltage equation around the base circuit 

V a  - d o  + Ib) be = vbe (3.11)

Solving for 1^

' IA = vbe + d 0 + lb) bE (3.12)
EA

How writing the voltage equation around the collector 
circuit

Vcc = (%c ^ Ip) RD + IFRP + iArA 

Solving for 1^

(3<>13)
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Substituting equation (3.12) and (3.14) into equation 

(3*10) and simplifying we obtain:

Rr+ Rq  Rfi C Rf+ Ro Rn (3 .1 5)
/ I t Ro 4- Re    —  “

Taking the partial derivative of to Ic

«  <X (3.16)

Equation (3*15) and (3*16) are the two important de
sign equations for this circuit* Upon examination, these 
equations look rather difficult to work with and use. For 
this reason we will briefly discuss the significance of these 
two equations.

If we examine both equations carefully, it is noted 
that the solution of the two equations must be carried out 
simultaneously to arrive at a solution for any two variables 
such as Bp and B^ when all the other factors are given. The 
decision as to which two variables to solve for is purely 
arbitrary and is left for the designer to decide. For pur
poses of illustration, choose Bp and BA as the two variables 
to solve for, assuming the remaining factors are given. This 
solution is chosen because usually other considerations such 
as gain, power loss in the bias circuit, Impedance levels, 
and power supply requirements will establish most of the re
maining possible choices. The magnitude of the signal to be
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handled and the amount of distortion allowed will usually fix 
the amount of shift in the Q-Point that can be tolerated and 
thus set the value of "a".

Taking equations (3*15) and (3.16) and performing the 
following manipulations, we can arrive at an equation which 
will permit a straight-forward analysis of the circuit. From 
equation (3.15) and (3.16) let:

HE + = f (3.17)
Rp+RD Ra

Solve both equations (3.15) and (3.16) for "f" and then 
equate the two resulting expressions. When this is accom
plished, it can be shown that:

| - a. [_
R f  _ (4 c - 14c f/l X r + R o -  Tc. R f <*-

I-a. (3.18)

From equation (3.18) two possible solutions for Rp can 
be found depending on the approximations made. The first ap
proximation that can be made is to neglect Vbe entirely in 
the solution. Doing this we obtain:

Bp = 1 " a (3.19)vcc V aIc
The second possibility is not to neglect Vbe, but to 

consider Rp + R^ -̂,1 and R ^ . If this is done, equa-

tion (3.18) becomes:



Equations (3#15) through (3.20) lend themselves to the 
outline of a suggested design procedure for either of the two 
approximations made above*

For the first assumption of VbQ - 0, we can suggest the 
following procedure:

1* Choose the desired operating point and the dc load 
resistance See the discussion following the numerical
example for some precautions to be used in the selection of

V
2. Select a value for "a" as discussed in Section (3.2),
3. Solve equation (3.19) for Vco/Rp.
4. Select Vcc and solve for Rp, or vice versa.
5* Knowing Rp, R̂ , and "a", use equation (3*16) to

solve for Eg after selecting RA, or solve for R^ after se
lecting Rg.

If the values for Rp, R^ or R^ are not suitable, choose 
a new "a" and Vcc and repeat the procedure.

For the second assumption where is not equal to zero 
but that Rp + Rg and Rp^Rg, we can suggest the following 

RAsteps:
1. Repeat step 1 of the preceding procedure.
2. Select RA and a suitable value for "a".
3. Solve equation (3.20) for V^/R^.



40 Deeide on a value for VQQ and solve, for Bps or vice 
versao

5o Using equation (3ol6) $ knowing Bp, BaM9 and B̂ ,
solve for the required B̂-®

I would again like to emphasize that the above procedures 
are merely suggested steps and in all probability deviations 
will be required to suit the problem at hando For this rea
son, no hard and fast rules can be stated concerning the use 
of the design equations0 The ultimate choice is left to the 
discretion of the engineer«

For purposes of illustration and for later use in per
forming the experimental analysis of this circuit, I will 
work out a sample problem using an actual operating point as 
obtained from the control circuit» The actual control cir
cuit used to obtain this data was modified slightly for the 
circuit used in Chapter 2, by the addition of Eg in the emit
ter leado Section (3o6) discusses how this was performed*
From the data, I selected the BTL, 2127, No* 9 transistor as 
the one to use for this example» Humber 9 was selected be
cause its operating point is very close to the middle of the 
load line, and thus, would make a good design center to work 
towardo

, Assuming that V-^ = 0 we can proceed as follows:
I* For the transistor selected, the operating point 

values are VQ = 14*6 volts, .1 = 0*94 ma„, = 28*2 micro*?
amperes when using B^ = 13,850 ohms* Bp was chosen at this



49* .
value to keep the same load line as used In the analysis of 
Chapter 2 Q ' - : : ; . ‘ • :

20: Let "a" = 0.1
3o Using equation (3o!9) we find Voc/Bf = 7<>35 x 10 ô
4C Choosing = 30 oQ volts 5, B-n, is found to be

' _ ' O G  . ' ... ;

22O5000 ohmso
5.0 Choosing . Eg = 2000 ohms and knowing Bp, ' B̂ , and .

we can solve equation (3 ol6 ) and find B^ = 55v000 ohms0
Section (3=6) presents the data that were taken using 

the above calculated values,o Further discussion of this ex
ample is also presented in that seetiono

If we repeat the above analysis for a new value for "a" 
of Co-05s we find that B^ = 379$000 ohms and B^ = 190g000 ohms» 
This smaller value for "a“ was chosen for purposes of experi
mental Illustration In Section (3o6)0

Before proceeding any further with the analysis, a 
word of explanation is needed concerning the minimum value 
for "a", which occurs once Bp and B^ are selected when Eg *
0 o It can be shown, by numerical examples, that when "a" is 
arbitrarily ohoqsen less than "a" mino, the correction must • 
be accomplished in the form of negative values for B^ or B^ 0 

This is illustrated by equation (3®l6)o Letting B^ = 0, the 
equation reverts to equation (308), and if "a" has been se
lected less than "a" mino, then either Bg or B^ will be nega
tive, depending on which one is assumed and which one com
puted. We note from equation (3°16) that as Bg is increased
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positively from zero, the correction increases; whereas, . 
making negative takes away correction. For this reason, 
care must be exercised in the proper selection of the com
bination of Rp, Bp, Bp, and "a". If the value for Bp and 
B-g have been set by other requirements such as gain, and bias 
requirements, and B comes out a negative quantity, then theA
designer must reconsider the value for "a"* Usually an in
crease in "a" will allow a feasible solution. This is prob
ably a more desirable solution because a larger "a" provides 
a superior circuit with more operating point stabilization.

As noted, the preceding examples were based on the as
sumption that V^e was approximately zero, This appears to be 
a very good approximation for most low power junction tran
sistors since V^e'is usually In the order of 0,1 to 0,2 volts. 
To prove this, I worked the same numerical example for tran
sistor No, 9 with V^e = 0 =15 volts, which I had previously 
measured. Working through the suggested procedure using the 
same circuit values and "a" = 0,1, I found Bp = 216,000 ohms 
and Eg to be 19^5 ohms, when B^ is assumed as 55$000 ohms.
For all practical purposes then, the assumption that is 
approximately equal to zero is valid when utilizing tran
sistor in the clas s of BTL 2N27 8 s, Sylvania 2N35 0 sv and BOA 
2N961s, The final choice of the assumptions to be made is 
left to the designer since all problems cannot be treated like 
the preceding examples,

(3,5) The Current Feedback Stabilization.Circuit^  ^ wewesswaaaw ieee*iaeem»ee*8DaBttiteEeaaesee» -eeeacsssaeeeeaeaeesssssasaEBscBsaeeeeee BasammmtBâ ssssaaaaasâ staoaaBBStaiBtammmatmammtKatsaB̂ m ' ■■ ■■ »■■■ - n -
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The final circuit to be discussed and analyzed, in this 

thesis, will be the current feedback stabilization circuit. 
This circuit derives its name from the fact that it supplies 
a base bias current which varies in accordance with the value 
of the collector current and in such a direction as to reduce 
this variation. Figure (3.4) below is the current-feedback 
stabilization circuit.

cc

Figure 3.6 Current-Feedback Stabilization Circuit

In number of components required, this circuit is no 
more complex or costly than the voltage feedback circuit. 
The analytical analysis is very similar to that performed 
on the preceding circuit, and thus it can be shown that:

c)2r c. F^s'4- (3 • 22)
Rn + H r
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Equations (3*21)'and (3*22) represent the two design 

equations needed for the current feedback circuit* Upon ex
amination of these equationsj one noticeable difference is 
observed when comparing with equations (3*16) and (3*19) the 
design equations for the voltage feedback circuit<> The dif
ference being that R^, the dc load resistance, does not ap
pear in either of the equations for the current feedback cir
cuit; whereas, it does appear in the equations for the volt
age feedback circuit* The significance of this fact is that 
in eases where the dc load resistance is necessarily low, the 
current feedback stabilization circuit would be preferred be
cause with the voltage feedback circuit the amount of feed
back would be limited and the circuit would revert to es
sentially a fixed bias system with little stabilization* Again, 
the ultimate choice is left for the reader to decide* Pos
sibly the following numerical examples and further discussion 
of the current feedback system will aid in this choice* Sec
tion (3*6) contains the experimental data on this circuit *

If we so desire, we can use equation (3*21) and (3*22) 
as they now stand and design from them* However, we may 
again employ a bit of manipulation and simplify the design 
procedure as follows;

Let; RE/HA + Eg/R^ = k (3*23)

Solving equations (3*21) and (3*22) for "k" and equating 
the. results it may be shown that:
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lb . ?oo _ *Za _ Vbe'l +, 1> (3^)
l—a Bp l~a (B^ B^)

Neglecting V^e in equation (3»24) and solving for 

V ¥ee:w  ̂f ind^ I v ; : ? . ,

Bp „ 1-a ■■ , (3o25)
Vcc Xb + aIc

Equation (3 o25) is rather unique' because it is exactly 
the same as equation (3 ol9)» the expression for Bp/Voc for the 
voltage feedback circuit* We can now use equation (3*22) and 
(3o25) to outline a design procedure for the current feedback 
circuit as was done for the preceding circuit* The suggested 
procedure,is as follows;

I* Assuming = 0$ select the desired operating point»
2o, Choose the desired value for "a"*
3-o Use equation (3*23) and solve for Rp/Voe *
40 Decide on Vee or Bp and solve for the remaining

unknown* _ '
5» Using equation (3<>22) solve for B^ assuming B. 9 or

Ji A

assume B_ and solve for R *
• C a  . A

By the use of the manipulation performed on this circuit;, 
the equations and design procedure are nearly identical to 
those for the voltage f eedback circuit * It .is only fair to 
mention, that it is possible to write other equations for the 
current feedback circuit which involve B^* Thus, we could 
outline a second procedure if it is desired to include B^*
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This is left as an exercise for the reader and will not be in
cluded in this thesiso Another point that possibly is bother
ing the reader is the validity of assuming as approximately 
equal to zero and thus negligible» It can be shown by numerical 
examples using actual transistor operating points, etc., that 
. this is a valid assumption and that negligible error is intro
duced if it is neglected* Please bear in mind that this can 
be only considered true when dealing with low power junction 
transistors; and thus, the individual designer must decide if 
the approximation is valid for the problem he has under.con- 
slderation0

To illustrate the design procedure and for use in making 
■ the experimental analysis the following example is presented*
I will again use the BTL transistors and the operating point 
of number 9 as the design center* Following the suggested de
sign procedure we find:

1* Using BTL 2N2? No* 9, the Q-Point values are Vc =
14*6 volts, IQ = 0*94 ma, and = 28*2 microamperes*'

2* Let "a» = 0*1*
3* Using equation (3o25) we find - 7=35 % 10^=
4* Letting V00 = 30*0 volts and solving for we find

Rp = 220,000 ohms*
5= Choosing Eg = 2,000 ohms and knowing Bp, and "a11 we

can use equation (3*22) and solve for * Following this pro
cedure we find B̂, = 19,600 ohms *

The value for R^ computed in Step 5 might be impractical
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in an actual amplifier due to loading on the preceding staged 
For purposes of illustration of the procedure and later ex
perimental verification however, this solution is acceptable^ 
This is possibly a point, that needs further investigation in 
another paperc

If we repeat the above problem using the . same transistor, 
eta., but with an "a" of 0*05 we find Bp= 379s000 ohms and 

- 42,300 ohmso We see then, that as "a" is decreased, 
using the same transistor, 7^, and Eg, that and in
crease, Possibly loading effects could be avoided in this 
manner, but at a sacrifice of operating point stabilizationo 
This is illustrated experimentally in Section (3=6) where the 
effects of the reduction in "a" are experimentally illustrated 
under the same conditions of load, 7̂ ,̂ and temperature0

This concludes the analytic work that will be performed 
on the circuits presented. Further discussion of such things 
as the use of one circuit over the other, the effects of 7^e, 
and other problems created by these circuits will be covered 
in Chapter 4, At that time some conclusions will be made, 
concerning the above mentioned problems,.and a summary pre
sented on the more important aspects of this thesis,

(3»6) Experimental Analysis Of The Various Bias Configurations

This seotion will continue the experimental work that 
was begun in Chapter 2 on the simple control circuit by ex
panding to cover the self bias circuit, the voltage feedback
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stabilization circuity and the current feedback stabilization 
circuit o ExperimenlbaX,.i@;ork-.Mill.,-...al,so„.-be,,.pen54EnLed .concerns-.
■ing the work in Section (3 = 2) <,

The first circuit that was. discussed was the self bias 
circuito It was stated that this circuit did provide some 
operating point stabilization* and thus the first task is to 
experimentally illustrate this'point„ This was done using 
the same transistors tested in the fixed bias circuit under 
the identical conditions of load* V00* and temperature«, The 
desired design center value for the operating point was arbi= 
trarily chosen from the data taken from the self bias circuit© 

For the BTL 2M271s* number 9 was chosen as having the de
sired' operating point© For this ease* was 464*000 ohms* 
with VQQ = 30 o0 volts* B-q . = 14* 850 ohms , and .Bshunfc of 1000 
ohms ©

! The collector current was measured as previously dis
cussed* and Ip was metered using a 0 to 30 microammeter with 
negligible internal Impedance© ¥@ and the temperature were 
metered as discussed in Chapter 2* and V was again suppliedGC
by the Kay .Lab dc power supply© Using the precautions as to 
temperature* etc©* data were taken on 12 BTL 2N271s and plotted 
as shown in Figure (3o?)© Mote the improvement in stabiliza
tion as compared to Figure (2©3) for the fixed bias circuit© 

For the Sylvania 2N35‘s* number 2 was used as design 
center and Bp was calculated to be 530*000 ohms© Following 
the above procedure* data were taken on the original 10 tran-
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sistors tested in the fixed bias circuit« The only circuit 
change necessary was to reduce to 6000 ohms as previously
used in the fixed bias circuit. Figure (3=8) is a plot of 
the data taken. Comparing this plot to that of Figure (2*6), 
the stabilization provided by the self bias circuit, using the 
same ,transistors, is apparent *

' The last set of transistors tested in the self bias cir
cuit were 9 RCA 2N96*s * No circuit changes were required from 
that used with the Sylvania transistors * Figure (3=9) illus
trates the data that were taken. A comparison with Figure 
(2*9), which presents the same data for the fixed bias circuit, 
again illustrates the improvement in circuit operation under 
the same test conditions* ,

The last phase of the experimental work performed on the 
self bias circuit was to experimentally verify the theory of 
predicting the shift in and as developed in the previous
section* This work consisted of measurement of nGn and "H" 
for several pairs of transistors and then computing ̂ Ic and 
AT-^. The same pairs of transistors were then tested in the 
self bias circuit and the experimental values for and A 
found*

. To measure "Q" and 11H" the circuit shown in Figure 
(3 = 10.) was used*

The measurement of "G" and "H" is a relatively simple 
process for either of two possible approaches that might be 
used* The first case that might be of interest would be to
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cc

Figure (3.10) Circuit Used To Measure "G" and "H"
For The Self Bias Circuit

measure "G" and "H" and computed I. and ̂ 1, for one specific 
transistor as a function of temperature. The second possi
bility would be to measure "G" and "HM using two transistors 
in order to predict the shift in and Ic as a function of 
transistors inserted in the self bias circuit. In either event, 
the process is very similar and proceeds as follows.

If it is known that the temperature of the self bias cir
cuit is going to fluxuate and a desired operating point is 
chosen, we can find "G11 and "H", for any one transistor, and 
then compute Zilc and ̂ 1-̂  as follows: Insert the transistor
into the circuit of Figure (3.10) with the same load, V ,°c
temperature, and 1^ that are desired with the self bias cir
cuit. Record Vc, Ic, and 1-̂ at this first temperature, and 
call this point . Now, shift the temperature a desired 
amount and record the new Vq, 1̂ , and 1̂ , and call this point 
Q2• Holding the transistor constant, at this new temperature,
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vary until Vc and shift back to the Vc and Ic of .
"G" is simply the difference in collector currents between 
Q1 and an(̂  "H" is the amount of change in required to 
shift the operating point from Qp back to at the new tem
perature.

To measure "G" and "H" for a pair of transistors, the 
process is very similar to that described above. Instead of 
changing the temperature of the first transistor, merely record 
the values at and then insert the second transistor under 
the same conditions of load, Vcc, temperature, etc. Record 
the values of Vc, Ic, and for this second transistor and 
call this Q2. Now vary V^b until the values of Vc and Ic 
of the second transistor are exactly the same as those of the 
first. Again, "G" is the difference in collector current be
tween and and "H" is the amount of change in 1^ required 
to shift the operating point of the second transistor back to 
Q1. Figure (3.1) illustrates the above discussion and will 
possibly clarify any further questions on this matter.

To experimentally Illustrate the above discussion data
were taken on several pairs of transistors and A l and Z\Ic b
calculated. The transistors were then inserted in the self 
bias circuit, under the same external conditions, andZ\IG and 
A  Î  were measured experimentally.

To actually perform the work it was first necessary to 
select one transistor from each group to be tested, and arbi
trarily use its operating point as the desired design center.



Once this was done, I could use equation (3*8); and knowing 
R p ^  VQ/I-iD, compute the required Bp and "a" for the selected 
load. In all cases, was the same as used in the fixed bias 
circuit discussed in Chapter 2, The temperature was also kept 
at 3̂ °C, and Vcc was constant at 30.0 volts. All metering 
was the same as discussed previously.

The first pair tested were BTL 2N2? number 9 and 7 with 
number 9 used as design center. R^ was calculated as 464,000 
ohms and "a” was found to be 0.033* Under these conditions 
the following data were computed and experimentally determined

Theory Experimental

A I c = 0.249 ma. A I c = 0.24 ma.
A = 8.23 microamperes = 8.2 microampere

The above procedure was repeated using pair number 2 and 
5 of the Sylvania 2N351s using number 5 as design center. For 
this case "a" was found to be 0.013 with = 530,000 ohms.
For these conditions the computed and experimental data are:

Theory Experimental

A  IG = 0.270 ma. A l c = 0.26 ma.
A = 3*14 microamperes A  1-̂ = 3*3 microampere

The last pair tested were pair number 6 and 3 of the RCA
2N96 type transistors. Number 6 was used as design center 
with an Rp of 1.42 megohms, and an "a" of 0.00491. Following
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are the data that were computed and experimentally determined: 

Theory Experimental

A I c = 0.4505 ma. A I c = 0.42 ma.
A  = 2.21 microamperes A = 2.3 microamperes

Several other pairs were also tested with the percentage 
error in both A a n d  A a b o u t  the same as the above data, 
which averages about 5 per cent. No further experimental 
work was performed on the self bias circuit as it was felt 
that the above data sufficiently verified the theory for this 
circuit.

The next phase of the experimental Investigation was to 
analyze the voltage feedback stabilization circuit. The work 
on this circuit was conducted in three phases. The first phase 
consisted of an investigation of the shift in the operating 
point, from transistor to transistor, under identical external 
conditions for two different values for "a”. The second phase 
consisted of measuring “G" and "H" and then computing AE-̂  and 
AIC• The shifts were then experimentally verified for a sin
gle value for "a". The final phase of the investigation was 
to measure the shift in the operating point as a function of 
temperature for a specific value of "a". Because of the 20 
minute delays required between readings, only the 12 BTL 2N2? 
transistors were used in the analysis of this circuit. In all 
cases, transistor number 9 was used as design center; and thus, 
all values for Bp, BA, etc., are computed using the operating
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point of this transistore The calculations for all the com- 
ponents used, etc., were performed in Section Oo^)» The 
only other note of explanation needed is to explain how was 
measured, as all other metering was the same as discussed pre
viously <, To meter a H0P0 model 4-7OD, 100 ohm shunt was 
placed in series with the base lead and a Kay Lab dc micro- 
voltmeter used to measure the voltage drop across this shunt0

The first value for ”aM selected was Qd and the data 
for this test are shown in Figure (3o11)» Comparing this data 
with that of Figure (2.3) or (3©7) the improvement in operating 
point stabilization is overwhelmingly apparent„ Due to the 
crowding of the points only six of the twelve points taken 
are presented. The extremes of the correction are indicated 
by number 1 and 10, as all other points fell inside these two 
extremes e

For a final illustration of the theory, "a" was selected 
at 0<,05 and the same test run. Data were taken on all 12 tran
sistors and are presented in Figure (3ol2)6 Note that the 
stabilization is vastly improved over that offered by the self 
bias circuit, but that it is not nearly as good as that pro
vided when a = 0olo This illustrates the point that smaller 
values for "a" noticeably decrease the amount of stabilization . 
available

The second phase of the test on this circuit was to meas
ure "G11 and "H" using a slightly modified circuit and then ex
perimentally find <4X0 andAl-k using the voltage feedback eir-
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cult. The modification that was necessary was to insert an 
Eg into the emitter lead of the circuit of Figure (3.10) and 
then repeat the procedure as discussed previously. For all 
measurements, Eg was arbitrarily selected as 2000 ohms for 
both the voltage and current feedback circuit measurements of 
"G" and "H".

Again using number 9 as the design center, data were 
taken using first pair number 9 and 5 and then pair number 9 
and 7. The results of these tests are shown below:

Pair Number Theory Experimental

9 and 5 A I Q = 0.0931 ma. AIC = 0.097 ma.

The percentage error for this circuit averages about 4 
per cent for both ̂ Ic and In taking the data, care must
be exercised in reading the collector current or large errors 
will be introduced.

For the final phase of experimental work on this circuit, 
transistor number 26 was utilized. This transistor was se
lected because its operating point was very close to design 
center and also because it was used in the fixed bias circuit, 
as a function of temperature; and thus, a comparison could be

= 9*31 microamperes
Alb = 8.9 micro

amperes

9 and 7 AIC = 0.146 ma.
/11-̂ = 14.6 micro

amperes

2MC = 0.147 ma.
AIb = 15*2 microamperes
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made between the two circuits« Figure (3<,13) illustrates the 
shift in the operating point as a function of temperature, for 
an "a" of 0ol» Comparing this to Figure (2o5) a tremendous 
improvement in temperature stabilization is noted* An inter= 
esting point that was noted, while taking the data, was that

othe base current actually reversed at the 70 C point in order 
to stabilize the operating point*

Phase three concluded the data and^experimental work 
that were performed on the voltage feedback circuit* Generally 
speaking, the experimental work agreed very closely to the 
theory and illustrated the statements made previously as to 
the use of "a", and the prediction in the shift in I0 and I-̂*

, The experimental work that was performed on the current 
feedback circuit followed exactly the same pattern that was 
used on the preceding circuit* The work was performed in three 
phases with the analytic work previously covered in Section 
(3o5)o

Again, only BTL 2M2? transistors were tested with number 
9 used as design center* Figure (3°1̂ ) illustrates the data 
that were taken for an "a” of 0*1* Numbers 10 and 1 indicate 
the extremes with all other points falling between these two* 
The correction is again very good* For this circuit, VG was 
slightly higher for the same collector current, because in the 
voltage feedback circuit, the effect of on the total do 
load resistance was neglected*

Figure (3<>15) presents the data that were taken for "a"
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of 0.05* Note that the correction is reduced from that ob
tained with an "a" of 0.1. Comparing with the same data for 
the previous circuit the slight increase in Vc is noticeable, 
but no other outstanding difference is apparent, and thus the 
reader is left to decide which circuit is preferred for the 
problem under consideration. Further discussion on this point 
is covered in Chapter 4.

The second phase of the work on this circuit consisted 
of measurement of "G" and "H" and then predicting /I Ic and 
As used in the voltage feedback circuit, pair number 9 and 5, 
and 9 and 7 were tested. The results of this test are as fol
lows :

Pair Number Theory Experimental

9 and 5 A Ic = 0.0931 ma.
= 9.31 microamperes

A l c = 0.090 ma.
=8.5 microamperes

9 and 7 A I C = 0.146 ma.
Al^ * 14.6 micro

amperes

A I C = 0.150 ma.
kil-k = 14.2 micro

amperes

Within the error of the equipment used, the theory and 
experimental work agreed very closely.

The last phase of all the experimental work performed 
was the investigation of the shift in the operating point as 
a function of temperature for an "a" of 0.1. Figure (3.16) 
is a plot of this work. Comparing with Figure (3•13) Vc is
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again slightly higher, therefore, the stabilization appears 
to be a little better0 Possibly, the transistor itself.was 
slightly damaged from repeated measurements at high tempera
tures ;'and thus, the two circuits are very nearly identical 
for temperature stabilization^ More exhaustive tests would 
be needed to make any definite statement"as to which circuit 
was.superior in this respect„ Chapter 4 briefly discusses 
this and other related points»

(3°7) Summary Of Investigations .Performed

Me can very briefly summarize the work in this chapter 
as follows: Two major bias and stabilization circuits were
investigated both analytically and experimentally and a sug
gested design procedure presented for eachc A comparison was 
made between these circuits and the fixed bias and self bias 
circuitso A discussion of the use of the partial derivative 
was presented with.experimental verification of the theory 
made, using three different circuitso Data were also taken 
illustrating the use of "a" and a comparison made with previ
ous- work in Chaptbr2v' The final phase of the work consisted 
of experimentally.illustrating the temperature stabilization 
provided by the current and voltage feedback circuits» Fur
ther elaboration on all this work is presented in the con
clusions and summary of Chapter 40



Chapter 4

• SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

(4*1) Introduction.

This chapter will summarize ‘briefly the significant 
features of the work performed in the preceding three chap
ters* Also included will be a discussion of some of the 
related problems that heed to be investigated as a result of 
the work of this thesis* . Concluding the chapter will be a 
brief discussion of the more, obvious conclusions that can be 
reached in regard to the material presented and the approach 
used to solve the problem*

(4*2) Summary Of .Work Performed :

As stated in Chapter 1, the problem that needed in
vestigation and a solution was the analysis and design of 
bias and stabilization.circuits for resistance coupled tran
sistor amplifiers* In this thesis, this problem has been 
rigorously investigated and a new approach presented* A 
comparison of this new approach with that of using the 
stability factor has been made, with the reader left to judge 
the merits of each approach *

To illustrate the general method of approach that would 
be used, and also emphasize the need for a more refined oir-
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cults the fixed bias 'circuit was thoroughly Investigated and 
analyzedo The work then expanded into the analysis of the 
self bias circuit^ which'was the first of three stabilization 
circuits discussed0 Both analytical and experimental work 
were perforiaed on this circuit in order to illustrate the 
general principle of operating point stabilization and for 
later comparison with more refined circuitse

The majority of the -analytical and experimental work 
was directed upon the voltage and current feedback stabili= 
zation circuits» The approach used on each circuit was to 
derive expressions for in terms ©f.I utilizing a minimum 
of transistor interelectrode voltages 0 The lone exception 
was the base to emitter voltage and it was shown that it 
could be neglected with little error0 The partial deriva
tive of with respect to IQ was taken and a suggested de
sign procedure outlined using the derived equations 6

Material was also presented concerning the use of the 
partial derivative in conjunction with two normalized design 
curves which can be used to evaluate the partial derivative 
knowing the shift in and I0 as a function of temperature 
or transistors0 A method is discussed on how to make these 
measurements 5, with experimental illustrations presented*

For illustration of the suggested design procedures, 
numerical examples and experimental methods were used* To 
vividly Illustrate the significance of this new approach, and 
to point out the improvement in stability from circuit to
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circuit as a function of the partial derivative, the follow-

2)Ii = a.ing figures are presented. For convenience, let

The first illustration, Figure (4.1), illustrates the 
shift in the operating point for all four of the circuits 
considered and also for different values for "a". Note the 
decided Improvement from the fixed bias circuit to the cur
rent or voltage feedback circuit under the same conditions of 
load, Voc, and temperature, and using the same transistors.
The numbered points indicate the arbitrarily assigned numbers 
to each of the 12 transistors tested. For the current and 
voltage feedback circuits numbers 10 and 1 indicate the ex
tremes with all other points falling between these two. In 
all cases BTL 2N27 number 9 was used as desired design center.

Figure (4.2) illustrates the same type of data using 
the same circuits, transistors, and under the same condi
tions of load, Vcc, and temperature, except that the value 
for "a" is changed for the current and voltage feedback cir
cuits .

To vividly illustrate the improvement in temperature 
stabilization offered by the current and voltage feedback 
circuits over that offered by the fixed bias circuit, Figure
(4.3) is presented. The same transistor was used in each 
test under the same conditions of load and Vcc.

It is thus possible to grasp the more important results 
of the work in this thesis by observing the material presented
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In Figures (4*1), (4*2), and. (4,3) o Detailed elaboration 
about the significance of these figures is presented in the 
main body of the thesiso The methods that were used to 
measure the various variables and experimental techniques are 
also discussed,

(4,3) Problems.. For Future Investigation .. .

As a general rule, in dealing with any branch of elee- . 
trical engineering, it is usually impossible to improve a 
circuit br device without sacrificing something of the previ
ous performanceo Generally speaking, this is also true of 
the material presented in this thesis, Possibly the reader 
has noticed several instances in which the bias circuits 
presented would be impractical or severely limit the perform
ance of certain practical circuits. It is the aim of this 
section to very briefly point out of few of these things and 
suggest possible countermeasures,

Very briefly, the more important related factors that 
are of interest are: Impedance levels, gain and degeneration
of the signal, power losses in the bias circuit. It would 
be very desirous to perform an investigation of these factors 
and possibly plot a set of universal design curves illustrating 
how Bg, Ep, and affect each of the above mentioned
problems, as a function of "a",

%It is obvious that to obtain stabilization using do 
feedback, that unless corrective steps are taken, there will
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be degeneration of the ao signal0. This is especially true 
with the voltage, feedback circuit due to E^o Two possible 
countermeasures for this are: (1) to split Bp into two parts
and run a capacitor to ground from the center, or (2) insert 
a choke in series with Ego The emitter resistance Eg also 
causes ac degeneration if left unbypassedo Work is definitely 
needed to determine a method for the proper selection of this 
capacitor as the same rules of thumb do not usually apply for 
transistors, when selecting bypass, capacitors, that prevail 
with vacuum tubes0 The expressions for the lower cutoff fre
quency become very messy when attempting to derive an ex
pression for Cg, as do the expressions for the gain<>

Impedance levels are very important in order to prevent 
loading on the previous stageo In some cases, does come 
out very small for certain combinations of "a", VCe, Eg, and 
Ego In cases like this the experience of the designer must 
dictate the proper method of correction =. This is possibly a 
point that needs further investigation^

It is impossible to eliminate all power losses in the 
bias circuit,, If, for some reason, VQQ is limited in size, 
the selection of Eg and Eg become very important, Some work 
has been done in this field. What is ideally needed are a 
set of universal curves showing power lost in each resistor 
as a function of "a" and ,CO

There are many other problems, of course, and they can
not all be discussed here. It Is anticipated that other au=



thors will investigate some of the above mentioned problems, 
and others that possibly the reader has in mind after read
ing this thesiso ■

(4A) Conolus ion

As was mentioned in Chapter 2, any statement at this 
time, that this new approach is superior to the stability 
factor method of solution would be rather foolish= This 
new method must be tried by designers in numerous practical 
applications and given rigorous tests before anyone can make 
any definite statements as to the merit of each approach„ It 
is anticipated, however, that the reader has observed a few 
advantages of this method and that with more widespread use, 
others will also notice these points and try this method of 
solution^

The decision and justification for the use of any of 
the material on this thesis must be made by the practical de
signer in an attempt to solve the problems that are under 
study* It is felt that the suggested design procedures and 
equations provide a straight-forward solution to the problem 
with a minimum of effort, and thus the stated criteria.and 
requirements of the original problems have been generally met 
and satisfied*
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